INTRODUCTION
A t work in the deliberations of black radical thinkers in the nineteenth-and earlytwentieth-century Caribbean was the age-old strategy of constructing male subjectivity (and, by extension, the black world¹ as its superstructure) by treating women as object and as Other. at such a construction was heavily indebted to an ideological framework best understood in terms of a European patriarchy intersected by race and class vectors (what Patricia Hill Collins calls a "matrix of domination")² is a central concern of this paper. Even in the nineteenth century, black Caribbean male thinkers who 1. "Black world" refers to a dynamic cultural space occupied by the variegated ideals, values, desires, and practices, as lived, felt, thought, and shared by those of African stock, especially in the diaspora. could discern the class, race, and colonial dynamics of the classist, racist, and imperialist societies in which they fl ourished could not similarly discern the patriarchal structures of those same societies. Because of this epistemic blind spot, their otherwise enlightened attitudes toward women were infected by latent contradictions that resulted in the consignment of women to virtual political paralysis.³ Indeed, underneath their well-meaning gender-liberalism toward women in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a subtle philosophy of exclusion precluded women from occupying signifi cant positions within the intellectual division of labor⁴ requisite for the discursive construction of a black world. Major European thinkers such as Rousseau, Kant, Hegel, and their disciples, collectively expressed, infl uenced, and reinforced the exclusionary, masculinist ethos by which the gender analyses of Caribbean male intellectuals were deeply informed. e predominantly androcentric discourse of these Caribbean radicals was therefore ultimately consistent with, formulated within, and articulated through the philosophical terms of reference of the prevailing (gendered) imperialist epistemology and ontology from which those radicals never entirely escaped, and revealed how their bid to establish a black world against the cognitive and material structures of colonialism was geared to proceed apace without signifi cant input from black women.
In examining representations of women in the texts of nineteenth-and early-twentieth-century black Caribbean male radicals, the burden of this paper is that the making of a black world in this period unwittingly necessitated the intellectual subjugation of black women, and this through the medium of a liberal rhetoric. By way of illustration, this paper examines the output of two relatively obscure black male radicals of the period, Baron de Vastey, from Haiti, and eophilus Scholes, from Jamaica. Both were important, if under-recognized, doyens of a critical tradition of African reclamationism that foregrounded African history as a mechanism for the reconstruction of black cultural identity. is was a recuperative strategy evoked by Europe's geographical amputation of Africa from world history,⁵ a strategy that sought to reinstall Africa as the site of 3 .
is does not signify that these women were all passive victims, but that they were portrayed in ways which limited their ability to be fully active politically. 4. Division of intellectual labor is used here to reference the mapping of intellectual capacities and tasks. See David Hume's relegation of African intellectual labor to mere mimicry in his essay "Of National Characters," contemporary political and socioeconomic matters. And in these conventions women played very prominent roles.⁹ e People's Convention was typically held on the fi rst day of August (Emancipation Day), and the highpoint of the event was a series of speeches. Love systematically included female speakers in the lineup. He also published many of their speeches in his newspaper and as separate pamphlets, which he then advertised for in his paper. He also encouraged women to speak at his other gatherings. According to Joyce Lumsden, Love's later years were focused on "maintaining what advances had been made and ensuring full involvement of black men and women in the limited area of participation which had been opened up." In its obituary column, the Daily Gleaner described him as a social reformer whose "ideal was to uplift the members of his race, especially the women folks."¹⁰ It would appear, therefore, that Love's institutional exertions were inclusive of women at the highest levels, and in this regard were consistent with his rhetoric. It is important, then, to acknowledge that black male sexism was by no means universal or "natural."
THE CONTEXT
Relegation of the white woman to a private sphere, pursuant to the sociopolitical and economic imperatives of the Industrial Revolution, refl ected a homologous intellectual and philosophical sidelining of an entire gender into the private world of emotionality.¹¹ e development of the middle class in several areas in England, for instance, was related to the increased privatization and domestication of women.¹² e result was to further disqualify this gender from eff ecting any serious contribution to important economy-and nation-building exercises.¹³ is scenario owed much to a systematic ontology of exclusion associated with G. e community creates for itself in what it suppresses and what is at the same time essential to it, an internal enemy-womankind in general. Womankind-the everlasting irony of the community-changes by intrigue the universal end of the government into a private end, transforms its universal activity into a work of some particular individual, and perverts the universal property of the state into a possession and ornament for the family.¹⁴ As far as he was concerned, therefore, even if women were to participate in political activity, in the public sphere, they could not possess a voice as citizens since, by nature, they represent only the private and particularistic spaces of familial concerns. Later, this confi nement to predetermined physical spaces was granted scientifi c legitimacy within the gendered ideological networks in which women's bodies were embedded. In 1871 Charles Darwin could thus announce:
With civilised people the arbitrament of battle for the possession of the women has long ceased; on the other hand, the men, as a general rule, have to work harder than the women for their joint subsistence, and thus their greater strength will have been kept up.¹⁵ He also spoke about ancient men becoming "suffi ciently human to treat and value their women merely as useful slaves."¹⁶ Civilized existence, therefore, was predicated on a particular labor regime in which women's work and their contributions to society (represented here in terms of "joint subsistence") were secondary in importance to men's. Within European ideological space it was male labor that was construed as the motive force of civilization. e reduction of female labor was, accordingly, a signifi cant touchstone of advanced culture¹⁷ and, as we shall see, an infl uential notion that percolated within the conceptual frame of radical male narratives in the Caribbean. Both Scholes and de Vastey, for example, supported the notion of Europe being in the vanguard of human civilization. And as admirers of this advanced culture, their downplaying of women's roles in any political (re)building of a black world would have been sponsored by this culture's gendered value system.
But restriction of women's bodies was merely the scaff olding on which more insidious psychological and intellectual constraints were constructed. Within the logic of Europatriarchal thought, this restriction was a necessary corollary to masculinist asser- A woman therefore will learn no geometry; of the principle of suffi cient reason or the monads she will know only so much as is needed to perceive the salt in a satire. . . . e fair can leave Descartes his vortices forever without troubling themselves about them. . . . Her philosophy is not to reason, but to sense. . . . ey will need to know nothing more of the cosmos than is necessary to make the appearance of the heavens on a beautiful evening a stimulating sight to them.¹⁸ Attributing intellectual subordinacy to some categories of persons, then, meant a reinforcement of European patriarchy's claim to being the gatekeeper of philosophical wisdom and practical knowledge. e European woman, in this context, could never be regarded as a source of authentic practical and philosophical knowledge.¹⁹ Conversely, this signifi ed the marginalization of women in relation to the closed borders of masculine rationality and objectivity.²⁰ As an instance of the numerous factors that have been adduced to account for this subordination of women's bodies and labor, Carol Christ and other historians of Victorian society have recommended that it was religious doubt and the savagely competitive atmosphere of the period that were the principal contributing factors. e breakdown of religious faith plus marketplace dehumanization caused a redirection of religious and economic values to the home, with woman at its center.²¹ But the family also embodied relations of domination and subordination, even more so as industrialists sought to reproduce the paternalistic labor dynamics of workshop and factory within the family.²² Even as women were being idealized, their political power, such as it was, was being circumscribed.²³ Despite the speculations of historians as to causation, however, the relegation of women to domesticity relied on cultural constructs of female passivity vis-à-vis male energy, in order to maintain existing relations of exploitation.²⁴ Writing at the turn of the twentieth century, John Ruskin, within this framework, could consequently exclaim (echoing Rousseau) that
[t]he man's power is active, progressive, defensive. He is eminently the doer, the creator, the discoverer, the defender. His intellect is for speculation and invention; his energy for adventure, for war, and for conquest. . . . But the woman's power is . . . not for battle . . . she is protected from all danger and temptation. . . . But he guards the woman from all this; within his house.²⁵ Inside the Caribbean, black middle class male intellectuals educated in Europe (or signifi cantly exposed to European learning) were to imbibe and reproduce this gender ideology in a fashion largely uninfl ected even by their exposure to an alternative African standpoint.²⁶ ( is is not to suggest that an alternative African standpoint was more gender-egalitarian, only that in Africa women traditionally held more power than their European counterparts.)²⁷ is cultural reproduction meant, as a consequence, that these European politico-ideological imperatives similarly disenfranchised black Caribbean women from playing any major role in the construction of a new, post-emancipation world for the black colonial subject. While their attitude to certain classes of black women was comparatively advanced relative to the dominant patriarchal stereotypes,²⁸ male intellectuals of an Africanist persuasion nevertheless produced texts that, on close reading, reveal a masculinist bearing associated with the Western cultural milieu in which they were socialized. political ethos of early-nineteenth-century Haiti. At such time, critiques of the fl edgling republic, on the part of French writers in particular, were numerous and disconcerting. In this respect, de Vastey's work on political comments in French publications was written to promote the happiness and peace of mind of Haitians in relation to principles tending to secure the safety, continued liberty, and independence of Haiti;³⁷ it was written to foment a strident hatred of the French;³⁸ and it was written (along with his other works) to facilitate the building of a new nation symbolic of the black world in general. He contended:
How resolutely ought we to exert ourselves; how much of perseverance, wisdom and virtue is necessary for reanimating our race, to this moment enchained and in darkness.³⁹ As the chief protagonist of the French critique of Haiti, one M. de Boigne, author of the article "New System of Colonization for St. Domingue" in the Journal des Débat was singled out by de Vastey,⁴⁰ who considered that De Boigne's arguments against the new Haitian Republic were more appropriate to the Haiti of 1793 than to the Haiti of 1817. is was because in 1793 there were no national schools, no arts, and no sciences in Haiti.⁴¹ De Vastey admitted that Haiti lacked certain institutions, namely, public schools for young ladies, workhouses for the poor, and so on. But he recognized that Haitian leadership had an incumbent duty to eventually create public institutions with a view to ameliorating nonprogressive habits among the populace. And as an apologist for the Haitian Revolution and as secretary to King Henri, he advised that the king was in fact pursuing a policy of public education, such as instituting the equivalent of primary and secondary schools in principal towns.⁴² is line of argument and policy direction was not accidental. Education played a signifi cant role in de Vastey's political discourse. is was because he felt that royal colleges were a means of positively altering the character of a nation.⁴³ For de Vastey, collapse of the revolution (and the prospects for creating a new black world) was thus imminent if the revolutionary leaders were incapable of establishing national schools and colleges as soon as possible after securing independence.⁴⁴ It is the historical logic of the revolution that thus created the necessity for institution-building and education reform. e concern here, though, is what role de Vastey expected women to play in this process.
Baron de Vastey, in his deliberations on women and education, advanced a view that, while seemingly enlightened for his period,⁴⁵ eventually undermines itself by virtue of its complicity with the prevailing patriarchal ethos, particularly among the middle classes of early-nineteenth-century Haiti. For de Vastey, the educational process was incomplete insofar as its focus was exclusively male. e rectifi cation of this situation demanded that the benefi ts of education be extended to both genders. He asks:
Shall young ladies of a distinguished rank, who are one day to appear at court, continue in their father's house without the means of receiving an education fi tted to prepare them for the rank they must occupy in life?⁴⁶ But de Vastey, despite the veneer of progressivism that marks his discussion on women's education, limited his concern to women of a certain class: women of distinguished rank. Nowhere did he indicate the extension of educational benefi ts to peasant and working class Haitian women. But privileged women, despite their distinguished class, were to continue in their fathers' house. Shirley Ardener's work provides some insight into this situation. She ventures that the social map of patriarchy creates "ground rules" on the basis of which gendered spaces are created. Patriarchal systems of rules, therefore, facilitate the mapping out of territory in which gendered activities are allocated to diff erent spaces.⁴⁷ Similarly, Marilyn Frye notes that the very possibility of women behaving like (or unlike) women is reliant on prevailing defi nitions of femininity and that such defi nitions and meanings are grounded in physical spaces.⁴⁸ e father's house became, in this vein, the space wherein the identity and status of middle class and elite 45 . Hutton, "Racism and Sexism," 20. Hutton remarks on tendencies in European patriarchal thinking, which enjoyed a level of consensus on the idea that women could not be educated on the same basis as men. women were discursively constructed. Anchored to the father's house and to the father's authority, "educated woman" was thus a derived identity. Not inapposite to this is Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari's spatial metaphor of "territorialization," employed to explicate the colonization of (female) desire under the despotic sign of the father.⁴⁹ De Vastey's concern was therefore not that distinguished women were expected to continue in their fathers' house. at was the status quo. His concern was that they continue in their fathers' house uneducated. But why was this important to de Vastey, since within the contours of traditional patriarchal discourse the less educated the woman the better?⁵⁰ And what type of education was he speaking of? De Vastey's apprehension was that domestic morality was paramount since it remained the source of public morality insofar as children imitate their mothers. He thus recognized the educational role of women in relation to public morality. Public morality, in turn, was a crucial aspect of nation building and of the symbolic construction of a reanimated black world.⁵¹ For this radical thinker, the education of women was strongly connected to the education of men. He felt, for instance, that to introduce men to higher learning without a corresponding exposure for women was to subject women to levels of education which merely prepared them for a life of ignorance.⁵² He thus appeared interested in women's access to higher education. De Vastey sought a fundamental reform of the education system in early-nineteenth-century Haiti.
e situation that existed under slavery, one where women's education was virtually nonexistent, was seen as untenable and in need of immediate rectifi cation.⁵³ And in line with his progressivist stance, de Vastey was critical not only of women's education under slavery; he was also critical of colonial education in general. is, he felt, was justifi ed because women and girls educated under slavery and colonialism were socialized into a preference for concubinage with white males.⁵⁴ Moral and virtuous education was therefore to be the equal lot of both male and female children. Furthermore, and most telling, women must be taught in school (as a signifi cant aspect of their moral training) their proper duties to "the authors of their existence"-their husbands and children.⁵⁵ Higher education for these middle and upper class women, within the contours of de Vastey's ruminations, now appears not to be identical with higher education for men at all.
Despite his remonstrations concerning an exclusively male education, therefore, the raison d'être of women's education was the service of the "author" of her existence, her husband (and, by extension, her family responsibilities to her children). Ontologically, woman's identity was here appended to that of her male "head," and she received validation only by virtue of participating in an educational process that certifi ed her "limited rationality" even while it perpetuated her oppression. e social construction of gender diff erences through the mechanism of education therefore institutionalized certain spaces as being "proper" for women to "be," and the meanings ascribed to those spaces facilitated the reproduction of the power relations of gender identity.⁵⁶ us, insofar as the purely domestic role of distinguished women in nineteenth-century Haiti was transposed, via education, to the higher registers of intellectual activity, the underlying principle of patriarchal relations of power remained constant, and these women were still nothing but appendages to men. But these spaces of enclosure, which functioned ideologically as mechanisms for the ordering of middle and upper class women's bodies and intellects in nineteenth-century Haiti, did not operate homogeneously across classes.
is further opens up de Vastey's arguments for closer examination, especially since the stereotype of domesticity operates diff erently depending on women's class status.
at the domestic sphere was not inscribed as a location of control for all black Haitian women is reinforced by examining de Vastey's prescriptions in light of attitudes toward women among Haitian working class and peasant males. Sidney Mintz and others have highlighted the relative liberation of Haitian lower class women and men from Euro-patriarchal strictures that inscribed middle class women's constraints as normative. According to Mintz, post-emancipation females in Haiti came to dominate marketplace trade as a result of a new division of labor, facilitated by greater access to land.⁵⁷ James Leyburn suggests that women emerged as marketers in the postrevolutionary period because the political instability in Haiti after 1804 resulted in rural male 55 apprehension toward urban existence, an apprehension that, in turn, forced women into intermediary positions.⁵⁸ Whatever the causative factors underlying this development, the temporary absence of peasant women from the domestic constraints characteristic of their higher class counterparts did not meet with negative sanctions from spouses. Among the men there was not, apparently, the discriminatory valorization of certain categories of labor that would have confi ned peasant women to predetermined spaces of activity while excluding them from others. For Mintz, cultural prescriptions coupled with a positive valuation of female economic roles and an acknowledgement of women's right to economic independence prevented Haitian males from interpreting the attendant spousal inconveniences as status deprivation.⁵⁹ For support, Mintz draws from similar research by Alfred Métraux, whose work, though it concentrates on a later period, nonetheless demonstrates signifi cant continuities between that later period and post-emancipation labor systems and ideologies in Haiti.⁶⁰ It may be reasonably inferred, therefore, that given women's economic initiative and enterprise, a spouse's labor claims on the woman's body were strongly qualifi ed.⁶¹ e attitude of lower class Haitian males to lower class Haitian women was thus at variance with that of upper class males, who would have been more exposed to European values and cultural practices. Notwithstanding economic agency on the part of lower class black Haitian women, however, there were no educational institutions in postrevolution Haiti to accommodate them, though they gained practical knowledge in their daily trading enterprises and contacts with villages and towns.⁶² In any event, these women, and the atypical attitude of their men toward them, were elided in de Vastey's analysis of and prescriptions for women's education.
is elision is signifi cant for articulating the cultural diff erences between middle 58. Leyburn, e Haitian People. 59. Mintz, "Economic Role," 521. "Spousal inconveniences" were experienced since these women were working outside of the home instead of attending exclusively to the typical domestic chores. class educated black intellectuals and black, uneducated peasant males in early-nineteenth-century Haiti. e net eff ect of this elision was that Haitian women of all classes did not occupy positions of practical or intellectual utility, positions that might have made them partners in the discursive construction of the black world de Vastey envisaged. His was a discourse of exclusion. But at the same time, de Vastey did not engage with the oppositional posture of French female defenders of women's rights and liberties-women who had clear designs for the reorganization of European society.⁶³ And even where middle class women in England were concerned, he either was unaware of or similarly disregarded emergent signs of agency among this group.⁶⁴ From the bosom of debates surrounding the perennial "woman question" there developed increasing agitation and activism on the part of middle class nineteenth-century women with regard to a number of important social issues.⁶⁵ For instance, these women argued that just as women had educational obligations for the morality of their children, so they also had a greater responsibility in terms of the moral education of the wider society⁶⁶-a point de Vastey acknowledged in relation to Haitian women but was indisposed toward facilitating for all groups of women there. e philanthropic exercises to which women's nondomestic labor in the "public sphere" was restricted gradually became expanded to include major social problems and issues of the nineteenth century.⁶⁷ is agitation on the part of European women, which might otherwise have modifi ed de Vastey's views on Haitian women, went unnoticed and unaddressed within his deliberations. It also underscored the manner in which, despite an apparent gender liberalism, the Africanist narratives of this black Caribbean thinker betrayed a masculinist orientation rooted in European patriarchal assumptions. 
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A relatively obscure black Jamaican scholar, medical practitioner, and Baptist missionary, eophilus Samuel E. Scholes was born in Stewart Town in the northwestern parish of Trelawney, circa 1854.⁶⁸ Departing the shores of Jamaica in 1873, he spent the next several years traveling to South America, Central America, parts of North America, and to the Sandwich Islands before proceeding to Great Britain, where he studied theology at the Grattan-Guinness Missionary College, in London, sometime in the late 1870s.⁶⁹ He subsequently studied medicine in Edinburgh, Scotland, earning a licentiate from the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons. After a brief sojourn in the United States and Jamaica, Scholes ventured to Africa in 1886 as the pioneer missionary and physician of the newly formed Missionary Society of the Western Churches, spending a total of seven years there.⁷⁰ During this seven-year period, he journeyed to Belgium, where he took another medical degree, at the University of Brussels, returning to Africa in 1894 to supervise an industrial mission at New Calabar.⁷¹ Apart from brief, intermittent visits to Jamaica,⁷² the rest of his life was spent domiciled in England, where the bulk of his literary work was undertaken. Scholes's ideas, forged over a lifetime of travel and study, represent a radical critique of the endemic racism and imperialism of his day.⁷³ According to Imanuel Geiss, Scholes's ideas also had signifi cant infl uence on the early pan-African movement.⁷⁴ He harbored strong antimulatto sentiments and was proud of his African heritage but, like de Vastey, he was an Anglophile.⁷⁵ is melange of qualities (not unfamiliar for black Caribbean intellectuals) resulted in a complex vision of a post-emancipation black world. For instance, his anti-imperialist rhetoric did not target imperialism as such. It targeted a particularly pernicious strain of imperialism that masked contempt for the "coloured races" behind a rhetoric of esteem and respect.⁷⁶ His was a response to the classic double-voiced discourse of imperialism.⁷⁷ Selective criticism thus facilitated an integrationist vision that allowed Scholes to promote the construction of a black world that existed on equal footing with the white world, a world in which blacks were equal partners, on the basis of common interest and destiny, in the consolidation of Empire.⁷⁸ is was by no means a simplistically envisaged, ethnically integrated world. He saw himself both as a black African for whom the recovery of African history took pride of place, and as a citizen and subject of the British Empire.⁷⁹ And while he viewed the characteristic diff erences among mankind as those of community (or nation) and not those of race, nonetheless the race question, for him, was paramount.⁸⁰ ese factors complicate his vision of a black world. So, his integrationist stance has to be read in relation to a recuperated African history forming the basis of black pride and identity, and facilitating meaningful assimilation between two mature civilizations.⁸¹ Nonetheless, this was a vision of a black world-the construction of which was largely within a male purview.
Perhaps because of his wide traveling and his advanced studies, Scholes's discussion of women ranged across a number of topics and locations. North American women and African women fi gured comparatively prominently in his narratives, as far as his treatment of women went. And unlike de Vastey, he treats lower class women in the Caribbean while neglecting middle class women there. An interrogation of Scholesian discourse on black women will therefore have to take into account the prospects of African and North American black women actively participating in the construction of a black world as Scholes saw it, as well as the implications of the relative invisibility of Caribbean black women in his analysis. African women were predictably invisible in most nineteenth-century narratives, and whenever their presence was acknowledged, it was via a relocation of context that reinforced prevailing European stereotypes of polygamous households and sexually unrestrained females in Africa.⁸² Anne McClintock indicates that nineteenth-century racial science required the invention of visible "stigmata" to represent the atavism and anachronism of the degenerate "races," and that this was found in the body of the African woman.⁸³ She even suggests, with Sander Gilman, that the external sign of the African woman's primitive sexuality was primitive genitalia in the form of excessive clitoral visibility pathologized before the disciplinary gaze of male medical science.⁸⁴ Scholes himself, during the effl orescence of scientifi c racism in the late nineteenth century, had studied the medical sciences in Scotland and Belgium and was familiar with the role of stereotypes in the production of a Eurocentric ideology sustaining the dominant scientifi c culture.⁸⁵ In other words, Scholes understood the ways in which nineteenth-century scientifi c inquiries were otherwise social and ideological constructions, and understood how the aspect of this scientifi c culture that ensured its Eurocentric dominance was its power to arrive at ahistorical and transcultural generalizations, which disprivileged entire races and genders. His writings, particularly in the fi rst volume of his Glimpses, make it clear that he understood this. It is perhaps surprising, therefore, to see him glossing over the question of female circumcision in his description of African peoples. As he put it, Like the majority of African peoples, circumcision is practised among the Mandingos, it being extended in their case to girls-a less prevalent custom-as well as to boys. e practice, therefore, is a sanitary measure rather than a religious rite.⁸⁶ It is tempting to infer that were the practice a religious one it would perhaps have met with some disapprobation. As it stands, this practice is read under the sign of the normative values of secular European medical epistemology. e topic of female circumcision was not unknown in black intellectual circles. A letter from one Jack Smellie (a selfdescribed student of West African eugenics) to Edward Blyden in 1909 remarks on the uselessness of the clitoris, characterizes it as a historically and biologically obsolete organ, and, in the process, recommends that the Rite of Clitorisation for all females, is a most valuable means of conserving and preserving the nervous energy, and of minimizing the exhaustion consequent upon sexual relations of all females.⁸⁷ ough Smellie was here addressing the Hindu rite of circumcision and not the Muslim rite, nevertheless it indicates the existence of a discourse on women's bodies, a discourse in which black intellectuals participated and in which the woman's body was marked in particular ways.⁸⁸ In any event, Scholes bypassed the religious dimension of the practice in focusing on its hygienic nature. But it is thus through the authorizing impulses of Western scientifi c discourse that Scholes understands and interprets this subordination of the African female body; he elsewhere lambasts the same Western scientifi c discourse for its political role in the rhetorical construction of a disfi gured African Other.⁸⁹ But why the Mandingos? is was a crucial aspect of Scholes's narrative strategy for demonstrating that the "coloured races" were not uniformly "unprogressive." His justification for this choice was that they were the most numerous among the tribes occupying the western Sudan region; they were representative of African peoples on the continent; and they were, for him, among the most progressive of African peoples. He considered them progressive largely because of their "industrial enterprise"-agriculture, the tanning and dressing of leather, cloth weaving, iron smelting, melting gold into wire, pottery, and wood carving-but also because of their schools, their social values (for example, their emphasis on chastity), the size and arrangement of their dwellings, the stability of their political institutions, and the freedom of speech in their assemblies. ⁹⁰ On these premisses he undertook a wide-ranging sketch of Mandingo culture. In describing social relations among them he recounted how "husbands exercise absolute control over their wives" and how, should domestic peace be interrupted, Mandingo husbands may "undertake its restoration, even at the point of the rod." And as if to imply that he disapproved of this situation, he ventured, "But generally the women are well treated."⁹¹ He even went on to say that Mandingo women "are not excluded from public . . . assemblies."⁹² But he perhaps betrayed his own complicity with the strictures of the Mandingo patriarchal order when he disclosed that "the women . . . are . . . cheerful in their deportment, never abusing their liberty."⁹³ In short, though Mandingo women enjoyed access to public spaces, they did so under male auspices. eirs was a freedom underwritten by male authority and male power structures. It was a freedom existing within a ubiquitous social framework of polygamy. As Scholes remarked, "Polygamy is universally practised, but each wife acts in turn as manager or mistress of the establishment. In that capacity she superintends the general aff airs of the household, such as those of cooking, and the behaviour and requirements of the females slaves."⁹⁴ For Scholes, polygamy here seems to be understood in terms of multiple authorship, whereby the bodies of female slaves were placed under the surveillance of the wife's gaze, even as the wife's body became a tablet for the inscription of male power. Operating via the managerial necessities of the "harem," the wife exercised a surrogate control inside permissible limits mapped within the imperatives of masculine desire. Consequently, Mandingo female social access, to the degree that it existed, has to be situated within the context of a panoptical masculine presence. e circumscription and circumcision of the female body and political liberties under the male Mandingo gaze appears to be a situation with which Scholes was at ease. After all, it never earned his moral opprobrium. Additionally, by treating Mandingo progressivism as representative of African civilization on the continent and by describing polygamy as universal among this group, Scholes unwittingly reinscribed European stereotypes of a universal African polygamy.⁹⁵ Further, it is noteworthy that Scholes introduced this scenario within his general presentation of an exemplary and most progressive African culture.
Bearing in mind Scholes's integrationist vision of a black world comprising black colonial subjects engaged in an interethnic process of consolidating Empire,⁹⁶ it is therefore unlikely that African women symbolized by the Mandingo female ideal could meaningfully participate in such a process given their subordinate political status within traditional confi gurations of tribal power. But Scholes's vision of African womanhood was wider than this. He was also concerned to inquire into the status of diasporic Africans, primarily those domiciled in the United States-the justifi cation being the greater concentration of the "Ethiopian race" in that country.⁹⁷ In addition, as he indicated, "In relation to Western civilisation . . . the position of the Afro-American may be fi ttingly described as that of complete identifi cation and assimilation. And as the Afro-American adumbrates the African race, that race must also be said to possess the ability to identify itself with, and to assimilate, Western civilisation."⁹⁸ In other words, just as the Mandingo was representative of Africans in Africa, the Afro-American was representative of Africans in general, both "at home" and abroad. As part of his narrative strategy for demonstrating that the "coloured races" were not uniformly "unprogressive," it was therefore necessary for Scholes to treat of Afro-Americans as well. But where did women stand in all of this? In this inquiry, Scholes's foundation assumption was that "a correct estimate of the position of a race-the present or the future position of that race-presupposes some knowledge of its women."⁹⁹ Entirely consistent with this progressive line, therefore, he paid an indirect compliment to the membership of the National Association of Coloured Women (NACW), particularly on the occasion of their second annual convention in Chicago in 1899. For Scholes, the convention was "remarkable evidence on the part of the more forward and more educated coloured women of the country of an intelligent purpose to do their part in the common advancement of their race. eir eff orts are calculated to command public respect."¹⁰⁰ e conventions of the NACW, designed as they were to command public respect, were part of a representational strategy for deconstructing stereotypes of blacks as idle and lazy¹⁰¹ as well as for the recovery of a subaltern black voice. As such, the agenda of these progressive women resonated with Scholes's own project of discursively constructing a black world of educated, industrious, and morally upright blacks respected as absolute equals within Empire. e implication, as for de Vastey, is that it is the educated middle class women who are a part of the black vanguard responsible for racial progress.
ese were clearly women who had broken the mold and who were operating outside the sphere of domestication, demanding civil equality and exercising political agency.¹⁰² ese were the type of women who had the capacity to consider "subjects of the highest economic, social, and moral importance to the commonwealth."¹⁰³ Quoting a review article from the Times-Herald of Chicago (an article he endorsed), Scholes exclaimed, " e women of colour were a continual revelation . . . as to intelligence and culture."¹⁰⁴ In all this, Scholes appeared to be in transgression of the ingrained judgment that women are naturally located outside the sublime domain of masculine rationality.¹⁰⁵ On the other hand, Mandingo women and the African women they symbolized, women who did not have the benefi t of Western education and who therefore did not demonstrate the necessary "intelligence and culture," were not a part of this vanguard.
Scholes went on, however, to expand his aphorism that a correct evaluation of the position of a race necessitates knowledge of its women. He expanded it by way of positing a complementary assumption, namely "a correct estimate of the position of a race, etc., presupposes some knowledge of its ability or its inability to produce great leaders." For Scholes, the production of great leaders was integral to his vision of an assimilated black world. Because of the African's natural genius, it was expected that after having completely assimilated and mastered Western civilization, he would expand and enlarge it. is was a process requiring great leadership.¹⁰⁶ e fact that Scholes then proceeded to enumerate a list of male leaders¹⁰⁷ without further reference to women (after having adulated the work of the NACW), and the fact that his original aphorism required supplementation, begs the conclusion that the supreme task of educated and progressive women was to produce these great leaders. Staging successful conferences was good for the advancement and "uplift" of the race, but at the end of the day the commandeering of strategies and the mobilization of bodies for the expansion of Western civilization was an exclusive male preserve. is strongly suggests, adapting Christine Delphy, that black women's class positions made them vulnerable to a type of oppression that is fruitfully understood not solely in terms of relations to the means of intellectual production but, equally importantly, in terms of their relationship to men.¹⁰⁸ For in addition to their educational and socioeconomic status, it is their relation as mothers that is subtended by classist assumptions that predispose them to being treated as strategic "breeders." Beneath the surface of a liberal attitude toward women, therefore, laid an insidious logic of exclusion that marginalized them from any signifi cant role other than social reproduction in the construction of a black world.
As far as lower class black women in the Caribbean were concerned, Scholes was mindful of their economic and social plight. For example, he understood the diffi culties they had securing employment; he understood the hardships of the few types of jobs they were able to obtain (such as stone breaking and cane cutting); he understood the inadequate payment schedule they were subject to when they were eventually able to fi nd work; and he understood that even for those with meager means, the consequences of the situation was for them to "either be loaded with debts or practically starve."¹⁰⁹ He was also aware of the material predicament of women in other Caribbean islands. For instance, he knew about and was sympathetic toward the eff ect on women of inequitable wage diff erentials between male and female laborers in Antigua.¹¹⁰ All this is understandable in light of his trenchant criticisms of British colonial taxation and land policies in the West Indies.¹¹¹ However, an engagement with the socioeconomic and political plight of women was never his central preoccupation, and his canvassing of West Indian women was restricted to the peasant classes, which, as for Mandingo women in Africa, he seemed not to have regarded as being politically potent. He certainly did not address them as such. Instead, he seemed unaware of the signifi cant contributions made by women to the development of the peasantry and thus to the socioeconomic development of the British Caribbean.¹¹² But such was the extent of his discussion on Caribbean women. He did not acknowledge the educational accomplishments of women like Nellie Robinson, in the above-mentioned Antigua, or the signifi cance of the labor activism of people like Eldica Atkins, from Barbados.¹¹³ But even if he had been aware of these women and their accomplishments in education, politics, trade unionism, and social work, his awareness of such might not have made any greater diff erence than did his awareness of the exis-tence and accomplishments of educated, black middle class American women. He might have conceived of them as great women, but ultimately as (re)producers of high-quality male leaders necessary for a black expansion of Western civilization.¹¹⁴ e narratives of Scholes and de Vastey, therefore, grounded in a need to reclaim African history as a mechanism for the reconstruction of black cultural identity and for the development of a black world, entailed the treatment of women as object and as Other, since their respective narratives were informed by the ideological exigencies of European gender assumptions. e two writers examined challenged the hegemony of the racist and imperialist assumptions of the colonial societies in which they lived but failed to challenge the hegemony of their own sexist assumptions. ey correctly called to account those aspects of colonial society that held colonized people in check but did so in a manner that privileged a black male discourse. Both Scholes and de Vastey operated from behind patriarchal blind spots that prevented them from recognizing the manner in which discursive asymmetries in their rehearsals of African reclamationism resulted in the ideological occlusion of lower class female agency.
In addition, although separate classes of women were diff erentially positioned within the economy of this reclamationist discourse, the middle and upper class women, for their part, were similarly disenfranchised from the world-building process. In the case of de Vastey, the "distinguished women" appeared to be in a position to make a meaningful contribution but only after being duly educated within the precincts of middle and upper class male presumptions concerning their roles and status. In the case of Scholes, educated black middle class women in the United States seemed poised to off er signifi cant input into the process but ultimately only in terms of their capacity to (re)produce great male leaders. Black middle and upper class women in the Caribbean remained as invisible in Scholes's texts as lower class black women did in de Vastey's. But what is left unsaid is sometimes just as important as what in fact is said, since the silence may serve as an implicit commentary.¹¹⁵ It should be noted, however, that none of this is designed to "blame" Scholes and de Vastey. To paraphrase Hazel Carby, it is perhaps unfortunate that there is no simple correspondence between a rhetoric of gender egalitarianism and the ideological eff ect of "gendered structures of thought and feeling at work in any text one might write and publish." But if political thinkers are committed to a struggle for liberation and empow-114. Scholes erment, then it is certainly neither inappropriate nor contrary for them to similarly struggle to become critically aware of tendencies in their texts that may undermine the thrust (or credibility, for that matter) of their discourse-especially when so much is at stake. For if critical practice ought to involve a certain refl exivity about how our own knowledge is constituted, then our assumptions need to be exposed so we can all learn from them.¹¹⁶ It is at this point that commentaries on contradictions between diff erent levels of a text readily recommend themselves; and this is not a question of casting blame. e endeavor of Scholes and de Vastey to construct a black world therefore foregrounded dilemmas surrounding the function of black lower and middle class women in the Caribbean and elsewhere, and such dilemmas were reinforced by the undeclared continuities between white and black gender narratives. Moreover, because representation participates in relations and structures of power and may thus be conceived as a regulatory and normalizing mechanism,¹¹⁷ portrayals of black women in the discourses of these radical black male thinkers in the Caribbean functioned to perpetuate their subjugation and disempowerment. is was accomplished by the positioning of black women as particular types of social subjects according to the philosophical stipulations of those European texts that inhabited an authorizing position within the Western intellectual tradition.
is intellectual subjugation of black Caribbean women was as necessary for the construction of a black world as it was for the construction of black male identity in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In this matter, the imperialism of the white European order was recapitulated in the Caribbean male colonization of black female subjectivity. Dominant narratives, therefore, both white and black, organized the physical and political spaces of black women's bodies and intellects, and eff ectively peripheralized black Caribbean women and prevented them from fully participating in the building of a black world in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
